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College moves to make
a house a home
story and photos by Marianne Schanthal
The DOORWAYS project “Make
A House A Home” came to a success
ful conclusion on Saturday, Septem
ber 24, when nine members of the
Fontbonne College community, in
cluding myself, moved several truck
loads of furniture and household goods
to a new apartment building on Park
and Jefferson.
S tarted a year ago as a campus-wide
holiday service project, Fontbonne
accepted the challenge of furnishing
one of twenty apartments that DOOR
WAYS was building in St. Louis.
DOORWAYS, an Interfaith pro
gram established in 1988, provides
housing options to HIV (Aids) patients
in the Metropolitan St. Louis area.
Lynn Cooper, Director of DOOR
WAYS, visited the campus last Octo
ber as a guest speaker for the Critical
Issues Forum. Her visit helped bring
aids awareness to Fontbonne and
served as publicity for the project.
Sister Ruth Y ates, Director of Cam “Move in” volunteers, left to right. Marianne Schanthal, Sr. Rita
pus Ministry, says she initiated the Marie Schmitz, Emily Lamb, Theresa Hopkins, Sarah Carrico, Sr.
project for two reasons. First because Ruth Yates, Mike Borawski, Rich Kasppzyk, and Christy Graney.
it was something the whole campus
could participate in and secondly because it responded to lamps and bedding from the storage bin in the basement of
the needs of our times, something the Sisters of St. Joseph
Medaille Hall to the waiting trucks. Trying to move a bed
feel is vital to their ministry.
frame by myself was definitely a lesson in frustration as I
The response on campus was gratifying. Donations were
was forced to track down all the nuts and bolts I dropped
received from individuals, academic departments, staff along the way. Several loads of dishes and other household
offices and various student organizations. The College
goods were loaded into my van since the weather was
managed to raise over $4,000, part of which was spent on
threatening rain and we were afraid that the paper products
a television set and numerous household products. The rest would get wet.
was donated directly to DOORWAYS.
The hardest part of the move was trying to figure out how
I certainly didn't know what to expect when I volun to fit all the furniture in the trucks so we wouldn't have to
teered to cover this story. Moving furniture and being a make two trips. The packup took us about two hours and the
reporter is a difficult combination. It quickly became
unloading about an hour. Shortly after we arrived at the
apparent to me that an extra pair of hands was needed much
more than interviews or picture taking.
continued on page 3
Sister Ruth put all of us to work moving chairs, tables,

Tales from the
Fontbanner Cryp
The Fontbanner, December 1988
A Wash in Font's Clothing: FC's cool T's
By Hardy Pottinger
A curious phenomenon has been reportedly seen on the
Washing ton University campus. Admittedly, the Fontbanner
has traditionally dealt with only with stories that relate
somehow to its students; however, I think you will agree
that this area is of some interest to us. It relates to something
that is close to the hearts of all Fontbonne students, our Tshirts.
You see, I have it on good authority that a large quantity
(or at least a good number) of Wash U. students are
purchasing Fontbonne T-shirts. Why, you ask? Well,
according to one proud owner, "They look cooler."
"Can this be?" I asked myself, "Our little Fontbonne
cooler that Wash U.?"
"Yeah," said Jeremiah, a local bus-boy and Wash U.
student, "everyone on my floor has one. They have more
personality than ours."
Another not so enthusiastic student observed. "They
remind me of my high school shirt, purple and gold. How
depressing." But she adds, "I bought one anyway. 1 was
home sick."
So take pride, fellow Fontbonnites. As the eminent Julie
Boggiano quotes, "To fooey with the big guys. We can still
make a damn good T-shirt."

FC receives Lilly Grant
Campus diversity addressed
by Kevin Boylan ------------------------------------------The College was recently awarded a grant in order to
implement a new three-year initiative aimed at attracting and
graduating more minority students.
Out of 43 independent Midwestern colleges and universi
ties, Fontbonne is one of ten institutions from an eight-state
area to receive the funds contributed by Indianapolis-based
Lilly Endowment, Inc. - A private charitable foundation
specializing in support for religious, educational, and com
munity development organizations.
To apply for the funds, colleges submitted a creative
proposal to the endowment program. The proposals were
then judged by a national panel of five experts on minority
higher education plus two Lilly Endowment Executives.
$6 million in grants were distributed by the foundation to
institutions which demonstrated a long-term commitment to
incorporating diversity in both the academic and social
arenas. “A common thread among successful proposals,”
commented Samuel D. Cargile, Endowment program direc
tor for education, “was widespread involvement of faculty,
administration, and students.”
Entitled “Perspectives: Recognizing Diversity and
Achieving Pluralism,” Fontbonne’s program was constructed
by academic affairs, institutional advancement and student
development The initiative was co-written by Randi Wil
son, director of counseling and career development, and
Susan Dunton, associate academic dean.
With nearly $143,000 to put the new program in place,
Fontbonne hopes to achieve the following goals: enriched
institutional climate and community in which students from
different racial, ethnic, and cultural backgrounds are full
participants in a Fontbonne education; increased retention
and graduation of at-risk minority students: enhanced per
sonal and professional development of student, faculty and
staff. According to Wilson, the program will develop an
“appreciation and understanding for each other’s differ
ences.”
In order to achieve the goals of the initiative the planning
team has developed yearly programmatic themes. Year One
will address consciousness raising through awareness and
communication. Year Two is intended to challenge assump
tions, attitudes, and behaviors both in and out of the class
room. Finally, Year Three will be a culminating period in
celebrating differences and achieving pluralism.

continued on page 3

Golden Moments with new President
by Kim Bragado -----------------------------------------“I get very excited when I’m in a learning environment
that’s very committed to seeing transformation take place,”
reflected Dr. Dennis Golden, as we sat on a bench outside
of Ryan Hall on a Monday afternoon.
Fontbonne’s president elect, who will assume office in
January, loyally wore the Griffin colors with a purple and
white polka-dotted tie under an olive suit. We spoke
together at the end of the first day of a two-and-a-half day
visit Dr. Golden made to Fontbonne, beginning on October
3. During his visit, Dr. Golden met with various groups
from the College community. Attending the HES sponsored
“Standards in Academic Excellence” lecture given by Aca
demic Dean, Sr. Joan Lecinski, meeting with members of
the Student Government Association to discuss student
concerns, and discussing issues of concern with non-traditional students comprised Dr. Golden’s activities before
our talk.
“I’ve found few places I’ve been where there’s a more
enriching blend of traditional-age college students and
adult learners than I’ve seen here at Fontbonne, with the
common fabric being not, ‘What’s in it for me,’ but,
‘ What ’ s in it for us. ’ I’ve heard the words ‘ we ’ and ‘ us ’ used
time and time again,” commented Dr. Golden.
Although he appeared somewhat tired from his busy
schedule, his relaxed, laid-back manner did not hide the fact
that he is very dedicated to his profession. Dr. Golden’s
career in administration spans 28 years in the field of higher

education, with virtually all of it spent in the area of student
affairs.
It began in 1966 at his Alma Mater, College of the Holy
Cross in Worcester, Massachusetts, where he was Assistant
Dean of Men (1966-67), and then Assistant Dean of Stu
dents until 1969. From 1969 to 1982, he served as Vice
President and Dean of Student Services at Framingham
State College in Framingham, Massachusetts.
Continuing his career as a college administrator, Dr.
Golden then went on to Duquesne University in Pittburgh,
Pennsylvania, as Vice President for Student Life until 1987.
The following year, in 1988, he attained his current position
as Vice President for Student Affairs at the University of
Louisville, Kentucky.
Dr. Golden’s academic career is equally impressive.
After receiving his Bachelor’s degree in history at College
of the Holy Cross in 1963, he pursued a Master’s degree in
Guidance and Psychology, which he received in 1969. He
received his Doctorate in Higher Education Administration
at Boston College (Chestnut Hill, MA) in 1974 and recently
attended the Institute for Educational Management at
Harvard University in 1993.
When I asked Dr. Golden what inspires him to remain so
committed to his profession as a college administrator after
almost thirty years in higher education, Dr. Golen ex-

continued on page 6
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HES begins 94-95 forum series
Dean discusses academic excellence
by Cynthia Burkhead-------------------------------------- --------------------------------

। by Kim Bragado
Student Government Association (SGA)--------------------------------- - —----------On Friday. October 7, members of SGA nominated senior Chris Volansky to assume
I the temporary position of Chairperson for the Student Issues Committee. Senior April
| Shinnel. former Student Issues Chair, announced her resignation (due to time con। straints) to SGA officers on Friday, Sept. 30. As S.I.C. Chair, Shinnei prompted this past
spring’s Student Question & Answer Sessions, open meetings which gave students the
I opportunities to talk directly with administrators about their concerns. (Volansky was
| an S.I.C. member under Shinnel.) SGA voted on Volansky’s appointment at the Friday
। Oct. 14 meeting.
An important reminder forall students: Monday. Nov. 28 to Thursday, Dec. 1 marks
I the week ol the Student Government Elections for the 1995 terms. Officers stepping
| down from their well-served positions will be seniors Christy Graney (President), Nicole
। Toenjes (Vice President), Travis Walker (Secretary), and Christine Stallis (Community
I
•
41 eolher four officer positions of SGA are: Treasurer, Social Chair, Publicity
I Chair, and Student Issues Chair. Information on the elections will soon be available at
| the Student Development office in Medaille Hall and at SGA meetings held on Fridays
। at noon in the A.M.C.
On the activities agenda, SGA will sponsor two upcoming events...
Put on your best costumes for the Halloween Dance on Thursday, Oct. 27. The
| “unBOOlievable” event takes place in the Caf’ from 9:00p.m.-12:00a.m.
।
Also, taking the place of last year’s Winterfest, this year’s Fall Festival will be from
ll:30a.m.-3:00p.m., on Friday, Nov. 4, in the Dunham Student Activity Center.
| ^Applications
booths are due by Tuesday, Nov. 1, in the Student Development

,

Math & Computer Science Club (MCSC) —-------------------------------------------MCSC, a student professional organization for the advancement of mathematics and
computer science, elected officers for the 94-95 season on Sept. 26: President Bridgette
I Muldoon, Vice President Sue Menke, and Secretary/Treasurer Linda Little Faculty
| advisor is Dr. Mary Abkemeier.
For its first event of the year, MCSC will sponsor a presentation by Dr. Charles Ford,
professor of Mathematics and Computer Science at St. Louis University, on Thursday,
I Nov.3. Having done extensive research in the area of modem math concepts Dr Ford’s
। topic will be “The Christian Roots of Modem Soviet Mathematics.” The presentation
. will take place in the Library’s Lewis Room from 6:00p.m.-7:00p.m.
Also, MCSC plans to sell Christmas return labels for the fall holiday season. So be
I ready to place your orders soon!
|
SHESA (Student Human Environmental Science Association) ------------------।
SHESA is an organization designed to promote leadership development and professional networking opportunities for students. The club will hold a membership meeting
I on Wednesday, Oct. 26,11:30a.m.-12:20p.m., in SC 309. All HES students are welcome
| to attend!
Following are more upcoming events for SHESA:
Halloween Bake Sale—Monday, Oct. 31,11:30a.m.-12:20p.m„ Ryan Hall, first floor
Membership Meeting — Monday, Nov. 14,1 l:30a.m.-12:20p.m SC 309
|
Thanksgiving Bake Sale—Monday, Nov.21, Il:30a.m.-12:20p.m.,Ryan Hall first
। floor
Residence Hall Council (HC)----- ----------------------------------------- - --------------- -Hall Council is an organization open to all of Fontbonne’s residential students. The
| club works to initiate changes in residential life by listening to the concerns of students
। who live on campus.
With recent concerns about campus safety, HC is currently working on a NeighborI hood Watch Program for the Spring ’95 semester.
|
Also, on the club’s agenda: a Movie Matinee was on Sunday, Oct. 16 and a Day Trip |
। to Lake of the Ozarks (outlet mall) is on Saturday, Nov. 19.
Dormers, you can become a part of Hall Council by attending the meetings held on '
every other Wednesday at 10:00p.m., fourth floor Medaille.
I
I
Freshman/Sophmore Class
।
What’s all of the “HOOPla” about? It’s the charity Faculty and Staff vs. Student
I
game on Thursday, Nov. 10, sponsored by the Freshman/Sophmore Class.
With all proceeds going to Children’s Hospital, the admission cost is $.50. Gametime I
| is at 7:00p.m. in the Mabee Gymnasium. Come to watch an event for a great cause It I
। just might be the match of the year!
’
.
Society of Musical Diversity (SMD) ----------------------------- ----------------------------I
An organization designed to increase the exposure of musical syles and local talent I
| SMD will sponsor Reggae/SKA Fest ’94 on Friday, Nov. 18,intheCaf’. The fesival will’ I
| feature the reggae band "Natural High,” Wash U. SKA band, “The Skalors,” and a band
i to be announced. Admission is $4.00 for the public and $1.00 for Fontbonne students
Don’t be a stranger to this “happening” event!
|
।

The Club Beat is open to all Fontbonne organizations.
For more information, call SGA at 889-4526.

photo by Sue King

The Human Environmental Services de
partment began its 1994-95 forum series on
Monday, October 3, with a presentation and
discussion of "The Standards of Academic
Excellence.” Staff, faculty and students
filled the Lewis Room of the library for a
mid-day address given by Sr. Joan
Leschinski,CSJ, vice-president and Aca
demic dean, which was followed by ques
tions from the audience.
After an introduction by Jan Crites,
Chaiiperson of the Human Environmental
Services Department, Dean Leschinski be
gan her delivery by stating that issues of
academic excellence ought to be examined
by asking the questions; What are standards;
who sets them; why have them?
In addressing these questions, the Dean
quoted the Oxford English Dictionary in
arriving at a definition of academic excel
lence as something that “ought to push us to
some level where we are, metaphorically,
out of breath.”
According to Dean Leschinski,

Fontbonne College articulates its standards
of excellence in many ways, including the
College’s mission statement, and through
class syllabi. These standards are not arbi
trary, according to the Dean. “Our very
values demand we strive for excellence.”
The characteristics of academic standards,
she continued, should be. “kindness and
careful, meticulous scholarship,” producing
students who can, “speak, write, and think
at a level that marks them as a product of
higher education.”
Equating Fontbonne's standards to the
founding standards of the Sisters of St.
Joseph, Dean Leschinski ended her remarks
by reading the Robert Frost poem, “Choose
Something Like a Star,”
Following her address, the Dean accepted
questions and observations from the audi
ence. The pass/fail system, writing as
sessment, and grading philosophies were
among the issues raised for consideration
by members of various groups from within
the College’s community.
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College provides "Choices"
by Kim LePage
Sunday, October 16, marked the begin
ning of National Alcohol Awareness Week.
Throughout the next five days, the Office of
Student Development sponsored a variety
of events in their program, “CHOICES” Creating Healthy Options Because WE
CARE. These events were designed to raise
awareness and responsibility in alcohol use
of students, faculty and staff members.
During the entire week, purple ribbon
pledge cards were displayed on the first
floor of Ryan Hall and in the AMC in
Medaille Hall. The students, faculty and
staff who returned these cards pledged ei
ther to not drink at all, or to drink responsibly
(providing the pledger was over 21) for the
entire week. “We Care” packages, con
taining information on a variety of alcohol
related topics were also made available.
The actual events were kicked off
Monday afternoon when Dan Dunkin, Se
nior Account Representative for SSM Be
havioral Medical Healthcare System, came
in to speak on the myths and realities of
alcohol use and abuse. Monday evening the
Department of Food Services provided
non-alcoholic mocktails for happy hour in
the Alumni CaP while the jazz combo

“Galaxy” supplied the entertainment. On
Tuesday evening, Randi Wilson, Director
of Counseling and Career Development at
Fontbonne, spoke about the, “AAAbc’s of
Stress Management” in the lobby of St.
Joseph’s Hall. Wednesday was deemed
“Alcohol I.Q. Day,” as all members of the
Student Development Staff, the Resident
Assistants, the Student Development office
workers, Carol Dillon from the OPTIONS
program, and Assistant Dean Susan Dunton
quizzed passers by on their knowledge of
the truths about alcohol use. Prizes of
Hershey’s Hugs, Kisses and Lifesavers were
given for participation, as well as the cor
rect answer to the questions. Thursday
evening provided the last event for the week
when Jenny Shaller of the National Council
on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse showed a
video tape and gave a presentation in the
fourth floor lobby of Medaille Hall.
Carla Hickman, Director of Residential
Life and Student Activities, was pleased
with the participation rate for the first year
of activities. “I would like to thank everyone
who participated this week in the signing of
the pledge cards. We had really good turn
out,” she stated.

Critical Issues: Cults

by Elizabeth Lee

On September 14,as partof theCollege’s
Critical Issues Series. Campus Ministry
sponsored a film on cults. After the film, Sr.
Ruth Yates, Director of Campus Ministry,
moderated a discussion with the series at
tendants.
After defining cults and learning about
their history, the attendants wanted to know
how cults recruit their members. The cult
leaders usually get people's attention and
use certain kinds of techniques to influence
peoples valuesand beliefs. The cult leaders
build a trust with their victims and then
brainwash them. There are cult members

recruiting everywhere, especially on col
lege campuses, street comers, libraries, re
ligious organizations, dance clubs or hos
pitals.
The cult recruiters are usually very char
ismatic. They are interested in people who
are depressed, or who are spending their
first year away from home, or who are
dealing with a sudden death or change in
lifestyle.
The Critical Issues Series is offered by
the College to provide students an oppor
tunity to discuss relevant social matters or
problems.

Move -in, continued from page 1
DOORWAYS site, a
passerby stopped and
asked if we needed any
help. Bill proved to be a
blessing as he managed
to move a lot of the
heavier furniture and
boxes. I certainly appre
ciated his help and it made
the unloading go much
faster.
When I finally got a
c hance to ask some of the
other volunteers what
made them give up a
Saturday
morning,
Christy Graney, a senior
at Fontbonne, said her
practicum at St. Louis Christy Graney, Sr. Rita Marie Schmitz, Emily
Effort for Aids has made Lamb, and Theresa Hopkins load furnishings for
her aware of the housing the move-in project.
problem for aids patients.
She also said, “I felt good
afterwards, and it was fun.
I hope they continue to
do something like this.”
Mike Borawski, also a
senior, said he came be
cause “it was just some
thing I wanted to do.”
SisterRuth’s response
at the end of the move
said it all. “It was won
derful to see a year’s
worth of work come to
such a satisfactory
completion.” As for this
reporter, my sense of
personal satisfaction was Mike Borawski and "Bill" offload furniture for the
worth the early wakeup Doorways apartment.
call and an aching back.
Doing something worthwhile certainly looking for another project to start and
makes you feel good inside. And I did would like some ideas. If anyone has sug
manage to get some pictures after all.
gestions, she can be reached at 889-4523 or
The DOORWAYS project is finished as stop by the Campus Ministry Office in
a campus-wide effort but Sister Ruth is Student Services.

College plans Academic
Crime Beat Resource Center

In keeping with current com
munity and campus concerns
regarding the area’s crime rate,
The Fontbanner wil I publish
Incidents recently reported to
Residential life.
The following occurances
were reportecf between August
31 and October
Aug.31: female student reported
being
being harassed by
ex-boyfriend
Sept. 6: female student reported
acquaintance rape.
Sept. 24: automobile broken
Into
Sept. 25: wallet reported stolen
‘ '
s':Xs
■

Home Day Care
in a
Loving Environment
•Experienced
•Flexible Hours
•Convenient to Fontbonne

Call

863-3462

by Amber Miller

If your skills need brushing up or your
mind needs a new challenge, Fontbonne
College is planning to develop an Academic
Resource Center to come to your rescue.
The center is expected to open in the fall of
1995 on the fourth floor of Ryan Hall.
Through the center, students will be able to
get computer assisted instruction from an
array of software. The computer terminals
will be supplemented by the director of the
center, who will be trained with skills to help
the students as well.
The search for a director has yet to begin,
but administrators are hoping to fill the
position by spring and begin purchasing
equipment then, with the new director’s
assistance. The idea for the Resource Cen
ter came about when the school saw a “need

for providing more assistance for students,”
according to Sister Joan Lescinski, Vice
President and Dean for Academic Affairs.
She also said that since students today are
more “video literate,” the set up of the
planned Academic Resource Center will
benefit students most.
The Academic Resource Center will ca
ter to all students at Fontbonne. Teachers
will be able to refer students experiencing
difficulties in their class work to the Center
for outside assistance. Students who are
frustrated by a problem skill will be able to
seek the help they desire at the Center.
Students with a thirst for new challenges or
new ideaswill be able to quench their thirst
at the Academic Resource Center as well.

Lilly Grant,
continued from
page 1 ----------Film festivals, heritage celebrations, and
a variety of diversity and leadership work
shops represent just a few ways in which the
programmatic themes will reveal themselves
on campus. Students and faculty will also be
invited to participate in events such as en
counter dialogues.
“The Lilly Endowment grant opens up
new opportunities for us to leam from each
other, to increase minority participation and
success, and to achieve a truly pluralistic
campus community” said Fontbonne Presi
dent, Meneve Dunham.

The Fontbonne College Writer's Reading Series
presents
GLORIA STE1NEM
Author and Founder of Ms. Magazine
at Fontbonne’s Mabee Gymnasium
Friday, November 11 at 7:30 p.m.
Limited tickets are available for $4.00 each from Public Relations
Additional tickets may be purchased through the YMCA. For information call 532-3100
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Homecoming '94
The first Mr. Fontbonne
has gone to the dogs

The new Mr. Fontbonne
is the cat's meow

by Karen J. Byington----------------------------------------------------------------------

by Kim LePage_____________ ____ _____________________________

Five years ago,
Ed Reggi was se
lected as the first
Mr. Fontbonne.
Over lunch, he
reminisced about
his experience and how he has since
gone to the dogs.
“1 knew Mary EI len Owens (now
with The Point) and Emily
Aschinger who, along with the other
Spirit Squad members, were trying
to get the Mr. Fontbonne contest
started.” Ed considered himself a
bit of a ham and wanted to help get
the event off the ground. The Com
munications Club sponsored him,
and on the night of the contest, he
wowed the crowd and won the honor
of being the first Mr. Fontbonne.
The following year he passed on his scepter, and the rest is history. These days you can
see Ed in the Public Relations office where he is the graphic artist for the college, or you
may see him if you drop in the Maplewood Petsmart where he teaches dog owners how to
train their dogs.
“As a kid 1 traincd my Chihuahua the usual stuff: sit, stay, etc. Then in the summer of
941 gave myself a graduation gift, a beautiful female Dalmation I named Seurat. We went
to Petsmart for Puppy school. There were sixteen dogs at the start, and four weeks later,
Seurat was one of the nine graduates who stayed with it.” Ed said he had so much fun he
decided to check into becoming one of the trainers. “I’m very result oriented and this
happens with training dogs. You do it right and you get results almost immediately.”
After a four week training course, he took on his first group of puppies. He now has
twelve classes a week, two a day. His first group recently graduated from puppy school.
In addition to the Paining, Ed is also educating dog owners about why their dogs behave
the way they do. Using the Dalmation as an example, he explained that Dalmations were
bred as carriage dogs, to run along the carriage up to forty miles a day. A dog like this kept
in an apartment may seem hyper to someone who doesn’t know about his background. He
likes challenging people’s ideas. “People have assumptions about their dogs and I like to
change their minds.” Ed feels any dog can be corrected from a bad habit; you just have to
be patient and sometimes use imagination.
He truly enjoys working with dogs, “sometimes I feel that doing this job for pay is a
crime. I’m actually getting paid money to do this fun, nice part-time job.”
Asked what he sees in his future, Ed said he might check into showing dogs, but he says,
“You only show a dog who wants to be shown.” With this in mind, Ed will take Seurat to
watch a show and see how she does. Who knows? Someday Ed may be walking the ring
of Westminister’s Dog Show with the same style he walked the aisle to accept the Mr.
Fontbonne scepter.

Medaille
Hall may
not look like
a
castle
these days,
but the third
floorof the building houses
the “king” - the newly
crowned
king
of
Fontbonne, that is. On
Wednesday evening, Oc
tober 12, Dave Harris was
crowned Mr. Fontbonne
1994, while several stu
dents, faculty and staff
members looked on.
On that evening, the
Alumni Caf’ was trans
formed into a showcase of
glitz and glamour in
preparation for the fifth
annual Mr. Fontbonne contest sponsored by the spirit squad. With the stage set, the
contestants paraded in , one by one, for the initial introductions and the casual wear
category. In order of appearance were: Travis Walker, senior, sponsored by the Student
Government Association; Matt Morino, sophomore, sponsored by the Sophomore/Junior
class; Dwight Carter, senior, sponsored by the Society of Musical Diversity; Trevor
Johnson, freshman, sponsored by the Freshman/Sophomore class; Dave Harris, senior,
sponsored by the Homecoming Committee; and Ben Ervin, freshman, sponsored by Hall
Council.
The casual wear category was followed by the sportswear, talent, and evening wear/
question and answer categories. The judges then tallied the scores while Kevin Walsh, Mr.
Fontbonne 1993, made his last walk down the runway. “Being Mr. Fontbonne was a great
experience for me. I was very proud to represent the college for the year,” stated Walsh.
Finally, it was time for the announcement. As the room filled with anticipation, the
runners-up were presented by masters of ceremonies Holly Meyer and Kim Bragado. “The
second runner-up is Dwight Carter. The first runner-up is Trevor Johnson, and Mr.
Fontbonne 1994 is... Dave Harris! ” “I couldn’t believe it!”exclaimed Harris, “I just wanted
to go out and have a good time. I never expected to win.”
Though the number of participants was down this year, the variety of talents was large,
ranging from reading poetry to juggling to judo to musical exhibitions. The contest was
close, with only a few points separating the contestants. One of the judges, Christy Graney,
commented, “It was one of the hardest things I have ever had to decide. They were all so
good and so close.”
In the days following the contest, Harris has gained more notoriety around campus and
met more of his peers. “My face started to hurt from smiling so much,” he said, “People
seemed to come out of the woodwork to congratulate me. I talked to a lot of people I’d never
seen before. ” When asked what the best part about being named Mr. Fontbonne was, Harris
quickly replied, “It gives me a good pick up line, ‘Hi, how’d you like to become Mrs
Fontbonne?”’

Alumni gather for
Reunion Saturday Griffs struggle through
by Teresa Warren ------------------- ---------------------------------------------- -------On Saturday, October 8,1994, the Fontbonne College Alumni Association celebrated
its most important event of the year Reunion Saturday. Alumni came from as far away as
Hawaii to participate in this grand event.
“Alumni have held this special celebration since the first class graduated from Fontbonne
College in 1927,” says Sister Stephanie Stuber. “It is the perfect avenue for renewing of
acquaintances, faculty, and old classmates.” The Alumni celebration has always included
Homecoming Mass and either brunch or a luncheon. However, over the years, other events
have been added, such as dances and athletic events.
This year. Reunion Saturday included classes, a reunion buffet luncheon, a soccer game
and Homecoming Mass. During Mass, the Fontbonne College Alumni Association
presented the Distinguished
Alumni Award,
as it has done since
1971, to a member whose
_
--------------------------------loyalty, service, and dedication to the college and its alumni association is outstanding.
This year, the Distinguished Alumni Award was given to Joyce Sudhoff, a 1979 accounting
graduate of Fontbonne College.
Joyce Sudhoff is a financial officer with a well-known financial institution in the St.
Louis area. She served on the Alumni Board from 1980 to 1992. Although she admits that
she was not very active as a Fontbonne student in activities, Sudhoff has been very involved
in Alumni events since graduating. The award has special meaning to her because her father
is ill and currently hospitalized. “I am hoping to take it to the hospital and show it to him.
I hope he remembers.
Of all of the day’s events, the classes conducted by Dr. Donald Burgo and Don Shifter
received the most praise. “It was simply perfect. The instructors were well prepared, and
taught on a college graduate level,” says Claire Roach, a 1959 graduate of Fontbonne
College and a current resident of LaJolla, California. “I particularly enjoyed hearing about
what the students are doing in the community. It is important that the students give back
to their community.”
While the participating Alumni were very pleased with the day’sevents, many expressed
disappointment that the events were not supported by more Fontbonne Alumni. “I was very
disappointed that we did not get enough support for dinner,” says Meredith Harvath, a 1992
Fontbonne graduate. “It is the most important Alumni event of the year.” However,
Meredith Harvath added that despite the lack of support, the events were superbly
orchestrated. “Julia Simpson (Director of Alumni Relations) did a very good job in pulling
this off in a very short time.”

'94 homecoming game

by Steve Prather------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Friday, October 14 homecoming game was an intense showdown between Font
bonne and Lindenwood’s men’s soccer teams. Fontbonne experienced true struggle on the
field, losing the game 3-0. The brutal game was held on the artificial turf of the St. Louis
Soccer Park in Fenton, a disadvantage for the Fontbonne team who usually plays on natural
grass.
Eric Lanzafame played an exceptional game, despite the loss and the added tension of
playing against an old coach.
As the game moved on, frustration began to set in with the Fontbonne players, and the
game turned physical. Loyal Fontbonne fans screamed and cheered, inspiring their team’s
defensive play. The large turn-out was a positive factor for the entire team.
In the second half, Fontbonne's defense was flawless. Unfortunately, the offense
couldn’t get the fire started. Overall, the team was disappointed with their performance.

Used Book Sale
Monday and Tuesday, November 14 and 15,
in the DSAC Cat
all proceeds will benefit Collage,
Fontbonne College's Literary magazine
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Procrastinate later
by Valerie Schremp
I dreaded it. I put it off. I saved it till later. But unfortunately, deep down in the aortas
of my head and bowels of my heart, I knew I must somehow buckle down and write this
column on procrastination.
So instead I call my friend Kathi in Columbia, who tells me a story of how she shopped
al around St. Louis this summer and saved her hard-earned money for the perfect futon,
and when she finally did find it she arranged it so the Futon People would deliver it to her
house, but somehow the shipment truck from Texas forgot her futon, so the Futon People
then had to ship it a few more weeks later to Mizzou, and when it finally arrived there the
Futon People failed to include an instruction manual, so Kathi spent two hours on the phone
long-distance, half-crying while the Futon Guy read from HIS manual and stood by while
she put it together, and when she finally DID get it together, her best friend from high
school came visiting a few weekends later, got drunk, and yakked all over it. True story.
While listening to Kathi’s sad tale I become engrossed in clipping my toenails, and
when I get up off the bed to hang up the phone the clippings bounce from the comforter
onto the carpel, and in kneeling down to pick them up I wonder why my carpet seems to
gather such an incredible amount of funk. I mean, it’s not like people drop by my room
specifically to clean out their dryer lint traps or anything. Siberian Huskies don’t hang out
here and roll around. So I traipse down the hall to locate a vacuum cleaner, and then
remember that the mail must be delivered by now, so I go downstairs and attempt to open
my mailbox. On the thirteen thousandth try, I pry open my mailbox door and find a
postcard from my friend Cara in Iowa. It’s a homemade postcard—the front side of a
Kellogg’s Froot Loops box with my address and a postcard stamp in the comer.
Thinking that’s pretty clever, I run back upstairs to my room and open my closet and
stare at my shelf of Campbell’s soups. I peel the label from a can of broccoli and cheese
and paste it to a piece of cardboard from my Government notebook. I write her a note about
life in general and mention Kathi’s Grandiose Futon Saga, and while pawing around for
a stamp in my desk drawer I notice scraps of Campbell’s soup label lying on the floor
amongst the piles of toenail clippings, husky hair and dryer funk, and remember my
original intention to vacuum.
So again I venture down the hall, and notice a sign on the stairwell door fora Halloween
Door Decorating Contest, which seems pretty appealing because they’re offering cash
prizes. But I must vacuum! So, I open the maintenance closet door and retrieve the eighty
year-old contraption, and wonder how much money Student Development spent on the
massive amounts of duct tape holding it together. Thinking about that makes me again
think about that cash prize for the door decorating contest, so I park the vacuum in the
doorway as I search my open closet for construction paper.
So I snip away at an awesomely clever Halloween door display. Sure to catch one’s eye,
sure to make one laugh, sure to win a generous cash prize. I just hope nobody yakks on
it. and just as I think about protecting it with Saran Wrap, I look down at my carpet again
and cannot even SEE the piles of toenail clippings, dog hair, Campbell’s scraps and (fryer
funk underneath the even bigger piles of orange and black construction paper snippets.
I must vacuum!
The only electrical outlet even remotely accessible or available is the outlet to my
computer. Now, 1 really feel guilty about not getting this month’s column done. Sullen,
1 brush the paper scraps off my chair, sit down at the desk and type away, realizing that there
comes a time for everything.

A faithful Fontbonne
student recently advised
the Fontbanner of an
opinion article, possibly
satirical, printed in
Washington University's
Student Life. According to
our
sources,
this opinion
writier
labeled
Fontbonne
College as
the center
of Mafia
Activity. As
of this
printing,
the Fontbanner has not
ascertained the context of
this comment. Stayed
tuned... we are on top of
the situaltion and
mobilizing our keyboards
for the Wydown Wars.
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Used News, as is
by Cynthia Burkhead-----------------------------------------------------------------------Citizens of Los Angeles County are jumping at the chance to hold the scales of justice.
Of the more than 200 prospective jurors, almost half claimed in initial questioning that six
months of being totally sequestered at a compensation of $5 per day plus travel would
present no hardship to them. Included among these patriots was a diabetic woman who
cares for an elderly mother and a husband with conjestive heart failure, and a single mother
who is the sole support for a nine year old daughter.
The power of American democracy has prevailed in Haiti. Only two American
servicemen lost their lives in the police action, both to suicide. Aristide has reclaimed the
presidency, following the final hour decision of General Cedras and his next in command
to be American sponsored guests of Panama. The warlord Cedras is now a landlord,
renting his three Haitian homes to the United States government, one at the price of $5000
per month.
The UN humanitarian mission in Ruwanda has slipped from the front pages of the news.
Last reports showed vicitims of the civil war returning to their country, on foot. The United
Nations policy for the re-entry of citizens to their homeland included refusal of transpor
tation, citing the need to insure that only healthy, strong persons were restored to the broken
country. The route once littered with the bodies of those seeking saftey in another land,
was again scarred by the corpses of those just wanting to go home again.
And in case anyone missed it, the United States mobilized for war in the past couple of
weeks. After sending tens of thousands American service people to Kuwait for a possible
confrontation with Iraq, again, over the rights of all Kuwaities to exist as free and
democratic peoples, it all came down to a game of border chicken. It appears that we won.

If you were the new president of Fontbonne,
what would you change?

.... —.... ...... Ma
•

Jack Kennebeck,
Freshman

Diana Browning, Jur
/ Special Ed/
Human Services
’I would like to see the
campus updated with
modem equipment and
facilities.*

*i would try to expand
the curriculum and offer
more courses. I would
also try to do some
thing to promote more
of a social life on
campusAT T

would have no
designated smoking
areas in the Cat or
Cafeteria, Smoking
should only be
permitted outdoors."

"I think that parking is
a huge priority that
must be considered in
the very near future.*
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Dr. Golden, continued from page 1------------------------plained, “When I look at all of the miracles that can happen [in this world], one is the
miracle of dedication; and, that is to break the chains of ignorance, and break the bondage
among men and women through education. Because, I firmly believe that only throu°h
an educated citizenry will people really transform this world.”
Referring to his recent experiences at Fontbonne as an example, Dr. Golden said that
seeing people embrace the wealth of knowledge that is available to them through the
educational system has been very reward! ng. “It’s a beautiful experience. That’s whatl’ve
dedicated my life to. That’s why I stick with it,” he said sincerely.
Dr. Golden s life, however, has not only included a strong committment to education.
One might be surprised to discover the extent of the president-elect’s experiences in
athletics — both as player and coach — especially in football.
While attending College of the Holy Cross, he was drafted by the the Dallas Cowboys.
However, after graduating from college in 1963, he decided to take his Marine Corps
commission instead. While a lieutenant in the U.S. Marine Corps (he later served as a
captain in 1977). Dr. Golden played football for two of his three years in active service,
spending some time on the Armed Forces National Championship Team.
After going off of active duty in 1966. he signed on with the New England Patriots
(formerly the Boston Patriots). His career in administration sooned followed when he
became Assistant Dean of Men at Holy Cross that same year. For his first thirteen years
m administration, he was also a football coach, both at Holy Cross — Division I (3 yrs)
and at Framingham — Division III (10 yrs.).
When I asked if he has any ideas on a football team for Fontbonne, he replied. “No
thoughts right now, however he does plan to attend some of the sporting events of
Fontbonne’s existing athletic teams.
With his football days past. Dr. Golden said that his main goal has been to faithfully
serve as a leader in educational advancement. “Education and administration have been
my long-term vocational commitments,” he said.
In viewing his role as a college administrator, Dr. Golden named a few qualities which
he believed to be extremely important. “You have to be a caring, competent servant
leader, he replied. He added the aspects of inclusiveness and empowerment to the
leadership role.
On the topic of inclusiveness, student involvement has “always been part of [his]
administrative style,” he said. He explained what’s called “The Golden Hour.” an idea that
he helped to initiate as the Vice President of Student Affairs at the University of Louis ville
Somewhat similar to our Student Question and Answer Sessions, “The Golden Hour”
gives students the opportunity to sit and have lunch with him and "talk about anything.”
Complimenting his inclusive style, “The Golden Hour” concept would be a welcome
addition to the Fontbonne community.
Dr. Golden’s deep-felt concerns about student issues should not come as a surprise,
since all three of his children have been college students themselves. His oldest son,
Patrick, attended Duquesne University while Dr. Golden was Vice President for Student
Life, and his other son graduated from Holy Cross College. Dr. Golden's daughter
Kristine, is currently a junior at Dayton University in Ohio.
When asked if those experiences have enhanced his view of his role as a college
administrator, he said, “When you’re a parent and you’re paying for your son or daughter
to go to school, you re like any other parent. When I go to parents’ weekends,...I’m very
conscious of the rules and regulations of the campus.”
Having had both the perspectives of a college administrator and of a parent of college
students, Dr. Golden replied, “I look at [campus policies] through a parent’s lens much
more than I do through a professional lens...l think it makes you doubly conscious.”
Dr. Golden said that Monica, his wife of thirty years, is very supportive and enthusiastic
about coming to Fontbonne. Referred to by the Search Committee as Fontbonne’s first
First Lady, Dr. Golden said of Mrs. Golden and himself, “We’ll do the very best we can
as a presidential team.”
When he manages to get some time off from his busy schedule, Dr. Golden enjoys
reading (especially non-technical material”) and recreation. Reading poetry is one way
he relaxes from a hectic day. He cites the inspirational writer, Maya Angelou, as one of
his favorites. You might also catch Dr. Golden reading the most recent novel by James
Michner. In addition, Dr. Golden retains his athletic edge by jogging or by doing a little
fast-paced walking. Another favorite pastime is traveling. “After church on Sunday [my
parts ofdthe 'state
3
thr°Ugh the beau,iful horse country of Lexington and see other

photo by Patricia Chavez

Kim Bragado and Julia Simpsom experience virtual
reality in Laser Tag

STARING

'The Fontbonne American Beauties"
Featuring The Music Of
Pointer Sis;

And
The Frivolity of The Holiday Season!!
Where:

A well-traveled and dedicated man, Dr. Golden wanted to say to the people of
next* pre ”d 7”3nk Y°U f°F y°Ur Warm welcome and 1 P,ed8e t0 you mY very best as your

Fontbonne College Fine Arts Theatre
6800 Wydown Boulevard

When: Tuesday, December 6...... 8 p.m.
Wednesday, December 7........ 8 p.m.
Price: Adults
$5.00
Fontbonne Faculty
$250
Fontbonne Students
$1.00
Children/Sr. Citizens $3.00
For more Information or to reaerve llcketa, call 889-1431.

Parting Shots.......
photos by Sue King

Put your classified ad
here for $4.00 per line,
or a little more if you
want to get fancy.

Classifieds
DAY LIFEGUARDS NEEDED
Contact Tonya
432-6780, ext. 155

Before Joyce Hipp left her job in the business office last summer,
staff members Betsy Newport and Sharon Hillyard threw her an
11:30 a.m. Diet Coke break.
Physical plant associates and elevator company employees pain
lessly volunteered to be the objects of all the attention.

Wanted!!!
Individuals, Student Organizations
and Small Groups
to Promote SPRING BREAK *95
Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS
Call the NATION'S LEADER,
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
1-800-327-6013
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Reworking Music is the Word,
and the Word is LOUD!
Classics
story and photos by Karen J. Byington

>y Mike Glader-------------The blues seem to be mak
ing a comeback. In the past
few years, music lovers have
seen blues festivals becoming
more popular and numerous
openings of House of Blues
restaurants. They also saw the
release of an entire album of
blues music by Jirni Hendrix.
It’s only fitting that now Eric
Clapton would choose to re
lease an album of blues covers.
From the Cradle is comprised of sixteen
songs by Clapton ’ s biggest influences (hence
the title). Never before has Clapton’s pay
ing been more emotional, and never before
has Clapton shown more restraint; there are
no unnecessary notes or solos to be found
anywhere. Not only is his playing excep
tional, but his voice (a persistent weak
point) has never been stronger. Each song
is a highlight in itself, but the obligatory
tracks by Willie Dixon (who has been cov
ered by everyone from Jimi Hendrix to Led
Zeppelin to Mcgadeth) are especially no
table. This is truly Clapton’s shining mo
ment.
When Clapton left his first group, The
Yardbirds, a young guitar player by the
name of Jimmy Page stepped in and took his
place. Page went on to found the legendary

Led Zeppelin. Recently, Page reunited with
fellow Zeppelin bandmate Robert Plant for
a tour of England. The result. No Quarter
(which was filmed for the recent MTV
special Unledded), features new versions
of classic Zeppelin songs, as well as some
new ones. The old tracks are stronger than
ever, while the newer songs show that de
spite weak solo efforts. Page and Plant are
the strongest songwriting duo since Lennon
and McCartney (although there’s no com
parison). The reworked version of “Kash
mir” is particularly noteworthy and has
Page and Plant backed by a full symphony
and fifteen to twenty Egyptian musicians
and culminates in a medley of various other
Zeppelin songs. This album should salvage
the careers of both musicians, especially if
they continue to work together.
Finally, on a different note (but no less
significant), Carmina Burana is the recent
release by the St. Louis Symphony under
the direction of Leonard Slatkin. The clas
sic piece by Carl Orff (which is based on
medieval German poetry) has been used in
everything from commercials to movies
(most notably Excaliber and The Doors)
and was even used as intro music at Ozzy
Osbourne concerts. The epic piece has
never been more intense and should make
the perfect swan song for Slatkin.

hi

ARTISTS
PAINTING & SCULPTURE

On Friday, September 23
at 8 p.m., the Caf’ took on
the atmosphere of a dimly lit
night club. The stage was
ready as the Society of Mu
sical Diversity (SMD)
sponsored their first night of
live band performances this
semester. “These events are
a lot of hard work,” Kim
Pumphery, a SMD member,
admitted, “but in the long
run it’s worth it no matter
how many show up.” Ant
the people that did show up
appeared to be havin g a good
Drew DeCaro and Jason Hoeing of FC's own
time.
An Open Mike event
Butt, Sweat and Beers
started the evening off. Butt,
S weat and Beers, with Fontbonne students Drew
DeCaro, as lead singer, Tom Poole on bass,
Dave Harris on guitar and Jason Hoeing on
drums, announced that this was their first night
together, then got the evening rolling with an
energetic performance. Next, three mysterious
young men took the stage. Without introducing
themselves, they started playing in a laid back
manner. Their music included a pleasant rendi
tion of Bob Dylan’ sKnockin' on Heaven' s Door.
Fontbonne singer, Apryl Purnell finished the
open mike portion of the evening with style and
grace in an outstanding performance including
My Endless Love. She received enthusiastic
applause and left the audience wanting more.
Midlife was the first of the three advertised
St. Louis Bands to perform. Dwight Carter,
SMD President refers to their music as a combi
nation of “punk, jazz, and funk.” During their
performance it did not seem to matter that the
lyrics were not always clear. The audience did
a lot of bouncing, finger snapping , and toe
tapping throughout the songs. Fontbonne stu
Soul Funktion's lead singer,
dent Mike Sharp said it was “truly a keen expe
sans sweatshirt
rience.”
The second band was Soul Funktion. Carter describes their style as “funk, soul, and
rock.” Their lead singer had a captivating voice that drew listeners into the music. After
the first song, the lead singer removed his sweatshirt, adding a whole new dimension to
the performance. Betsy Newport, SMD sponsor, referred to this group as the “highlight
of the evening.”
Carter referred to the final group, Bent, as “pure punk.” When the music began, the
word “loud” took on a whole new meaning. The audience got in the mood and four guys
stood in front of the stage moving to the music in an almost ritualistic manner. As the
evening went on, a few more joined the group in front, and everyone who stayed moved
with the beat.
The audience, ranging from twenty to sixty people, flowed in and out throughout the
evening. A number of people commented that it was great having live bands on campus.
A few commented about the noise level. The crowd agreed, however, that the Society of
Musical Diversity should continue to bring in bands with energy and appeal.

Jane Barrow
HWANG R. KIM • DONNA MINGO • TERESA MORRIS

October 21 - December 4,1994

OCT. 27 - NOV. 19
FONTBONNE COLLEGE LIBRARY
OPENING RECEPTION - THURSDAY
OCTOBER 27, 1994 - 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Fontbonne Theatre
presents

HAMLET
October 20, 21, 22, at 8 p.m.
in the Fontbonne Theater

Opening Reception
Friday, October 21,1994
6:00 —9:00 pm.

R. Duane Reed
Gallery
#i North Taylor at Laclede • St. Louis • MO • 63108 • 314 361-8872
Hours: 10:00 a.m - 5:00 p.m , Tuesday through Saturday
Parking available on west side or building
Enter off Laclede
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• ••• Profiling
Matt Stockman

by Dem Ritto*Well, Autumn is upon us, and I am reminded of a
college student’s love for sandlot football games, talks of
an NCAA Division III basketball championship, Homecoming Week excitement....well, that’s a student at most
colleges. However, here at Fontbonne College, we go
about things a little differently. We forgot about Homecoming Week until Friday, but then saved some face by
making a relatively strong showing for the game itself. I
think it’s great that there were fans out at Soccer Park for
the game, but FC students are missing out on many good times because of a lack of interest
in Fontbonne, not only during Homecoming, but everyday. Examples: the Communication
Club was forced to cancel a flag football tournament last weekend due to lack of interest.
Aerobics classes were cancelled due to lack of interest. There is miniscule fan support at
most athletic events due to lack of interest. Unfortunately, this lack of interest is a fairly
common phenomenon at Fontbonne. And. the real losers aren't the athletes, though greater
support could be an aid to them; the real losers are you, the students, who are failing to make
memories during this last period of time when you can afford to let loose and enjoy life
without the responsibilities of family and career, which will be on you real soon. Your
responsibility now should be to take pride in your school and yourself, but there seems to
be a real lack of interest in that.
FONTBITS:
The Athletic Dinner Auction will be held Saturday, October 22 at 7:00PM. The cost of
the event is only $20, and that covers food and drink, as well as a seat at the auction. All
are welcome to attend, and it should be a pretty good show. The auction workers went out
and got donations of a car, a piano, some great trips, and a good deal of electronic
equipment. They’ve done a phenomenonal job with the Auction, and they will greatly
appreciate any support you can give. Reservations can be made by calling the Athletic
Office at 889-1444.
The preseason basketball polls are in for Division HI teams, and our own Fontbonne
Griffins Men’s Basketball Team is ranked fifth in its region (The South), and Jason Malott
has gained All-American mentioning. The Dill News stated in its October issue, “De
fending SLIAC champion, Fontbonne College (23-5) is loaded despite the loss of confer
ence player of the year, Stacey Ross. Three all-conference selections return including Roy
Woods and junior Jason Malott (17.1 ppg), who hit 88 three-pointers last season.” I don't
think it’s too early to expect some outstanding things from the Griffs this year.
And finally. I’d like to apologize to the women’s volleyball and soccer teams, who
haven’t been written up yet this year in the Fontbanner. The sports department has not been
able to cover all events or to write about all of the teams. You. however are of no less
importance to Fontbonne and its Athletic Department than is any other sport, and I’m sorry
we haven’t given you your due ink time. I’ll do what I can to remedy this in the future.
Anyone who is interested in writing for the sports department, contact Dan Ritter or
Cynthia Burkhead. Thank you.

by Dale Haller
He’s a modest athlete, above aver
age business student, a model son
and, most important to him “a team
player.” Matt Stockman the Junior,
hailing from St. Louis’s own Bishop
DuBorg high school, has once again
in his prime earned the title as Athlete
of the Week. Stockman is a modest,
serious, hardworking person and, a
credit to the Fontbonne soccer team.
Given the opportunity to talk in
depth with Matt, I asked him, “how
do you feel you meet up in the
league?” Stockman replied with a
serious monotone voice,“I don't think
I’m mediocre but I’m not average.”
Stockman is a smart player who
thrives to do what’s best for the team.
He spoke of one of his most memorable plays. His voice started to sharpen as he sat up in
his seat. Then he went in to the play by play of how he and Kiminiski were in Iowa and
helped the team bring back a game from a 1 -2 upset to a 2-2 tie, which turned into a 3-2 win
against Iowa.
Matt’s not all soccer; his first love is baseball. He said, “If I had to choose to get paid
for one or the other it would be baseball, but I would play soccer for money,” he hastily
added. Matt said he would feel contented with a salary of $60,000. Matt keeps a great deal
of Athletic competition in his life. He plays softball in the summer, soccer in the fall, and
he hopes to play second base on the new Fontbonne baseball team this spring. Surely with
his ability Matt will have no problem.
A real sense of humor, a cut and dry attitude, and a mild sense of confidence really came
through in Matt. Matt cited his father, his big brother Bill, and Jerry Tucker, who was his
baseball coach in high school, as important influences in his life. Matt’s ambition lies in
“being part of a corporate staff making 60 grand a year,” not an unrealistic figure,
considering his above average G.P.A. He’s a good student, who’s toughest class would
make us all scream, “managerial finance.” Matt made it sound like it was a piece of cake.
Stockman views the team, “as a group of talented guys. I just wish we could jell more
on the field,” he also remarked. “It’s been a real challenge to play for Ted as well.”
Stockman seems to be a player with the team’s best interest at hand. He’s a sportsman, a
good teammate, an above average student and a hard worker. Congratulations Matt
Stockman.

Bid on Saturn or a Small World
Athletic auction to offer car, trips, and more
by Betsy Newport
The Fourth Annual Fontbonne
College Athletic Dinner Auction is
scheduled for Saturday, October
22, at 7:30 p.m. in the Mabee Gym
nasium of the Dunham Student
Activity Center. The doors open at
5:00 PM for bidders to preview the
items on display. This year, the
items include a 19095 Saturn Au
tomobile, trips to Cancun,
Disneyworld and Chicago, a piano,
an IBM lap-top computer, a num
ber of video cassette recorders and
televisions, a bicycle, an electric
guitar, many clothing items that
include the Fontbonne logo and
other nationally known logos,
photo by Patricia Chavez
compact disc players, and several
Coach McKinney with some of the items
varieties of hand-crafted items.
donated for aution
Meal and hotel gift certificates will
also be available for the bidding.
The Dinner Auction is the major fund the successful bidders at the auction.”
raiser for the Athletic Department. The
The format for the evening includes a
funds raised help to defray the costs of team preview of the items, dinner and cocktails,
equipment and travel expenses. The cost silent auctions, blackboard auctions, and,
for a buffet dinner and open bar is $20 per finally, an oral auction at the end of the
person, and reservations may be made evening. Also, a cookbook will be on sale
through the Athletic Offices at 889-1444.
throughout the event, composed of recipes
Dr. Meneve Dunham, president of FC, is from the students, staff, faculty, and parents
the Honorary Chairperson for this year’s and friends of the athletic programs. The
event, while the Auction Committee is led cost of the book is $6.00, and it includes
by Athletic Director, Lee McKinney, his over 200 recipes.
wife, June, and many parents from the
The Dinner Auction is open to all, but
College’s various teams. Many hours of reservations must be made through the Ath
soliciting, typing, and organizing have letic Office. Support from this auction in
brought in donations that have overwhelmed previous years has helped enable the teams
the Athletic Office. McKinney said, “The to travel to such places as San Diego, Ho
quality of this year’s items are the best that nolulu, San Jaun Puerto Rico, and Tampa,
1 have ever seen for our auction. It should as well as to many tournaments in the Mid
be a rewarding night both for the Athletic west.
Department, the athletes, and, of course, for

What is it?
The Fontbanner staff invites
all readers to identify this
picture. The first person to
name this object will receive
a ten dollar gift certificate to
the bookstore. To enter, call
the Fontbanner Office at
889-4550 with your answer.

Congratulations to Dr. Donald Burgo
for his speed and precision in
identifying September’s ’’What is it?”

